Smartrise controller:
Alliance is proud to exclusively offer the Smartrise controller on our EDGE™ and ADVANTAGE™ product lines.

Reducing parts and wiring in elevator controllers is a challenging feat, especially when considering the high standards of safety and efficiency required today. Smartrise has embraced this challenge and proven that their innovative technology is reliable, compliant, and eco-friendly as proven by the thousands of units installed throughout the United States.

FEEDBACK:
Distance and velocity up to 6 car groups

MAX FLOORS:
EDGE™: 15
ADVANTAGE™: 5

MAX SPEED:
EDGE™: 500 FPM
ADVANTAGE™: 150 FPM

DIMENSIONS:
30” x 24”
Smartrise

With the industry’s top-rated technical support, Smartrise is available whenever you need them. Utilizing parts that are readily available from a number of vendors, Smartrise has moved beyond, “non-proprietary” and into what they call, “open market”. Their universal printed circuit board is in each elevator controller and provides a consistent product at every site, be it, hydro or traction, geared or gearless. A universal board also means fewer spare parts to stock so you always have the part you need to minimize downtime. These parts can be ordered directly through Alliance, or through multiple vendors throughout the USA.

- Mechanics require no special tools – simplifying installation, adjustments and troubleshooting
- Drives and soft starters are “Open Market”—you can purchase spare parts from us or other vendors
- Available after hour tech support at no cost – providing service when you need it the most
- Minimal traveler cable requirements – saving on material and installation time
- Small carbon footprint – designed with small enclosures and few printed circuit boards
- Smartrise regional yearly training options – keeping mechanics up to date
- Compatible with most elevator machines, motors, pump units, door operators, fixtures, security systems and more
- Smartview 2.0 Monitoring – cost-effective, powerful, remote management system including customizable alerts, maintenance updates, and online access via the Smartrise app